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mathematical ﬁnance (see, e.g. [5,6]), stochastic control and games (see, e.g.
[3,7–9,12]), partial differential equations and homogenization [18,20,21].
In [4], El-Karoui et al. have introduced the notion of one barrier reﬂected BSDE,
which is actually a backward equation but the solution is forced to stay above a
given barrier. Carrying on this work, Cvitanic and Karatzas have introduced in [1]
the notion of two barrier reﬂected BSDE. The solution is now forced to stay between
two given barriers.
Precisely a solution for that equation, associated with a coefﬁcient f ; a terminal
value x an upper (resp. lower) barrier U (resp. L), is a quadruple of adapted
processes ðY t; Zt; Kþt ; Kt ÞtpT with values in R1þmþ1þ1 which mainly satisﬁes:
dY t ¼ f ðt; Y t; ZtÞdt þ dKþt  dKt  Zt dBt; tpT ; Y T ¼ x;
LtpY tpUt and ðY t  LtÞdKþt ¼ ðUt  Y tÞdKt ¼ 0; 8tpT :
(
(1)
The process Kþ (resp. K) is continuous non-decreasing and its role is to keep Y
above L (resp. under U). Moreover they act just when necessary. This type of
equation is a powerful tool in zero-sum mixed game problems [9] and in American
game options [2].
In [1], Cvitanic and Karatzas have proved the existence and uniqueness of the
solution of (1) if, on the one hand, f is Lipschitz and, on the other hand, either the
barriers are regular or they satisfy the so-called Mokobodski’s condition which
means the existence of a difference of non-negative super-martingales between L and
U : However, a restrictive condition on f has been supposed when they deal with the
case where the barriers are regular. In [11], Hamade`ne et al. consider also Eq. (1). An
improvement of one of Cvitanic and Karatzas’s results is obtained. They show the
existence of a solution, which is not necessarily unique, when f is continuous with
linear growth and when just one of the barriers is regular.
In this paper, we carry on the study of BSDEs with two reﬂecting barriers. First,
we show the existence of a minimal and a maximal solutions for (1) when f is
continuous with linear growth and under Mokobodski’s condition. In a second part,
we deal with the problem of existence of a solution for the same equation when f is
continuous with quadratic growth with respect to z: We prove the existence of a
solution in that case under either Mokobodski’s condition or a regularity
assumption on one of the barriers. Finally, an application related to the
determination of the value function of a risk-sensitive zero-sum game on stopping
times is given.
For BSDEs associated with a continuous generator satisfying a quadratic growth
condition in z; but just with one reﬂecting barrier or without reﬂection, one can see,
respectively, the papers by Kobylanski et al. [14], Kobylanski [13] and Lepeltier and
San Martin [16].
The paper is organized as follows:
In the ﬁrst section we begin to set the problem and to recall the results which
provide existence/uniqueness of the solution for double barrier reﬂected BSDEs.
A new and weak formulation of Mokobodski’s condition is given.
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the coefﬁcients are Lipschitz. We show that we can compare not only the
components Y ’s but also the non-decreasing processes K’s of the solutions. Then
using an approximation procedure we show that the two barrier reﬂected BSDE with
a continuous and linear growth coefﬁcient has a maximal and a minimal solutions
when Mokobodski’s condition is satisﬁed. In addition, maximal or minimal
solutions can also be compared. In those proofs, the comparison of the K’s plays
an important role.
Section 3 is devoted to the case when the coefﬁcient f is continuous with quadratic
growth with respect to the variable z: Using the results of Section 1, we ﬁrst show the
existence of a maximal solution when the coefﬁcient satisﬁes a so-called structure
condition. Then with the help of an exponential transform we turn the reﬂected
BSDE whose coefﬁcient is continuous with quadratic growth in z into another one
whose coefﬁcient satisﬁes the structure condition. Finally a Logarithmic transform
allows us to come back to the original problem and to show the existence of a
maximal solution under either Mokobodski’s condition or a regularity assumption
on one barrier. In the particular case of f ðt; y; zÞ ¼ hðt; yÞ þ 1
2
jzj2; we prove that the
component Y can be identiﬁed with the value function of a risk-sensitive stopping
zero-sum game. This identiﬁcation could have an application in the study of
American game options in a ﬁnancial incomplete market with exponential utility.1. Preliminaries and statement of the problem
Throughout this paper ðO;F; PÞ is a ﬁxed probability space on which is deﬁned a
standard m-dimensional Brownian motion B ¼ ðBtÞtpT whose natural ﬁltration is
ðF0t :¼sfBs; sptgÞtpT : We denote by ðFtÞtpT the completed ﬁltration of ðF0t ÞtpT with
the P-null sets of F: On the other hand, let: P be the s-algebra on ½0; T   O of Ft-progressively measurable sets,
 H2;k be the set of P-measurable processes v ¼ ðvtÞtpT with values in Rk such that
E½R T0 jvsj2 dso1;
 S2 be the set of P-measurable and continuous processes Y ¼ ðY tÞtpT such that
E½suptpT jY tj2o1:
From now on we are given four objects:
(i) a function f from ½0; T   O R1þm into R which with ðt;o; y; zÞ associates
f ðt;o; y; zÞ and such that for any ðy; zÞ 2 R1þm; the process ðf ðt;o; y; zÞÞtpT is
P-measurable and ðf ðt;o; 0; 0ÞÞtpT belongs to H2;1;
(ii) a random terminal value x F T -measurable and E½x2o1;
(iii) two obstacles U ¼ ðUtÞtpT and L ¼ ðLtÞtpT which are processes of S2 such
that P-a.s., 8toT ; LtoUt and LTpxpUT :
A solution for the reﬂected BSDE associated with the coefﬁcient (or gene-
rator) f ; the terminal value x; the upper (resp. lower) obstacle U (resp. L) is a pro-
cess ðY ; Z; Kþ; KÞ:¼ðY t; Zt; Kþt ; Kt ÞtpT ; P-measurable, with values in R1þmþ1þ1
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Y ; Kþ and K 2S2; Z 2H2;m; Kþ; K
are non-decreasing and Kþ0 ¼ K0 ¼ 0;
Y t ¼ xþ
R T
t
f ðs; Y s; ZsÞds þ KþT  Kþt  KT þ Kt 
R T
t
Zs dBs; tpT ;
8tpT ; LtpY tpUt and
R T
0
ðUs  Y sÞdKs ¼
R T
0
ðY s  LsÞdKþs ¼ 0:
8>>><
>>>:
(2)
Let us now gather some assumptions on the data f ; x; L and U of the problem,
which we are sometimes led to assume hereafter.
(H1) There exists a constant CX0 such that
P-a:s: jf ðt; y; zÞ  f ðt; y0; z0ÞjpCðjy  y0j þ jz  z0jÞ for any t; y; y0; z; z0.
In this case we say that f is uniformly Lipschitz with respect to ðy; zÞ:
(H2) The map ðy; zÞ7!f ðt;o; y; zÞ is continuous. In addition there exist a constant
CX0 and a process g:¼ðgtÞtpT which belongs to H2;1 such that
P-a:s: jf ðt; y; zÞjpCðgt þ jyj þ jzjÞ for any t; y; z.
When f satisﬁes this assumption, it is said continuous with linear growth with respect
to ðy; zÞ:
(H3) There exist a constant CX0 and a function j from R into Rþ; which is
bounded on compact subsets of R; such that
P-a:s: jf ðt; y; zÞjpCð1þ jðyÞ þ jzj2Þ for any t; y; z.
In addition the mapping ðy; zÞ7!f ðt;o; y; zÞ is continuous. In that case f is said
continuous with quadratic growth with respect to z:
(H4) A process X ¼ ðX tÞtpT of S2 is called regular if there exists a sequence of
processes ðX nÞnX0 such that:(i) 8tpT ; X ntXX nþ1t and limn!þ1 X nt ¼ X t; P-a:s:R R
(ii) 8nX0 and tpT ; X nt ¼ X n0 þ t0 xnðsÞds þ
t
0 x¯nðsÞdBs; where xn; x¯n are Ft-
adapted processes such that
sup
n
sup
tpT
maxfxnðtÞ; 0gpC and E
Z T
0
jx¯nðsÞj2
 	1=2
ds
" #
oþ1 8nX1.(H5) Mokobodski’s condition: There exist two non-negative super-martingales
Z:¼ðZtÞtpT and y:¼ðytÞtpT which belong to S2 such that 8t 2 ½0; T ; Lt1½toT  þ
x1½t¼T pZt  yt þ E½xjFtpUt1½toT  þ x1½t¼T :
(H6) The obstacles U ; L and the r.v. x are bounded, i.e., there exists a constant
CX0 such that P-a.s., 8tpT ; jUtj þ jLtj þ jxjpC:
In this paper we have two main objectives. The ﬁrst one is to show that (2) has a
solution if the assumptions (H2) and (H50) (which is a weak version of Mokobodski’s
condition, see Lemma 1.3 below) are fulﬁlled. The second is to deal with reﬂected
BSDEs with coefﬁcients which are continuous and with quadratic growth with
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conditions, which are linked to (H4) or (H50), Eq. (2) has also a solution.
However, to begin with, we recall the known results which provide a solution for
(2). Mainly they are of two types. Either it is assumed that Mokobodski’s condition
is fulﬁlled or that the upper barrier is regular. Precisely we have:
Theorem 1.1 (Cvitanic and Karatzas [1], Hamade`ne and Lepeltier [9]). If the
assumptions (H1) and (H5) hold, then the reflected BSDE (2) has a unique solution.
Theorem 1.2 (Hamade`ne et al. [11]). Under the hypothesis (H2) and if U or
L:¼ðLtÞtpT satisfies (H4), Eq. (2) has a solution which is not necessarily unique. In
addition if, instead of (H2), f satisfies (H1) then the solution is unique.
In [11], the proof is done for the case when the upper barrier U is regular.
However, this proof remains valid (only minor changes necessary) if the regularity
assumption holds on L:
Mokobodski’s condition in (H5) is a bit stringent since it requires the continuity of
the non-negative super-matingales Z and y which, moreover, should satisfy ZT ¼ yT :
Now, when we make use of this condition in order to show the existence of a solution
for Eq. (2), the continuity of Z and y is irrelevant (see e.g. [1,9]). We just need that
they are right continuous with left limits (r.c.l.l. for short). Therefore, Theorem 1.1
remains valid if (H5) holds with just r.c.l.l. super-martingales. This remark allows us
to weaken the hypothesis (H5) in the following way:
Lemma 1.3. Assume that:
(H50) There exist two non-negative r.c.l.l. super-martingales Z ¼ ðZtÞtpT and
y ¼ ðytÞtpT such that
8toT ; LtpZt  ytpUt and E sup
tpT
fjZtj þ jytjg2
 
o1.
Then Mokobodski’s condition is satisfied.
Proof. For tpT ; let ~Zt ¼ ðZt þ E½xjF tÞ1½toT  and ~yt ¼ ðyt þ E½xþjFtÞ1½toT : Since
Z and y are non-negative super-martingales then ~y and ~Z still non-negative
super-martingales which are also r.c.l.l. . Moreover, they satisfy Lt1½toT  þ
x1½t¼T p~Zt  ~yt þ E½xjFtpUt1½toT  þ x1½t¼T  and E½suptpT fj~Ztj þ j~ytjg2o1:
Thus, Mokobodski’s condition is satisﬁed with two non-negative r.c.l.l. super-
martingales. Therefore, as it is pointed out previously, the conclusion of Theorem 1.1
remains valid if (H1) and (H50) hold. &2. Reﬂected BSDEs under Mokobodski’s condition and linear growth
In [11], the authors show that the reﬂected BSDE (2) has a solution if f is
continuous with linear growth and the barrier U is regular: In this section we are
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is (H50)) and to show, once again, that Eq. (2) has a solution. On the same subject,
we are aware of a recent work of Lepeltier and San Martin [17]. They have obtained
the existence of a solution for (2) when f satisﬁes (H3) but with a rather stronger
condition, with respect to (H50), on the barriers. In addition, the proofs are
completely different.
We begin to give a comparison theorem which allows to compare the com-
ponents Y ’s, K’s of two solutions of reﬂected BSDEs. This result is crucial in order
to reach the linear growth case, i.e., when f satisﬁes (H2), from the Lipschitz case.
Let ðf 0ðt;o; y; zÞ; x0; L0; U 0Þ be another quadruple such that for any ðy; zÞ 2 R1þm;
ðf 0ðt; y; zÞÞtpT is P-measurable, L0toU 0t;8toT ; x0 is F T -measurable, square integr-
able and L0Tpx0pU 0T :Theorem 2.1. Assume that the reflected BSDE associated with ðf ; x; L; UÞ (resp.
ðf 0; x0; L0; U 0Þ) has a solution ðY t; Zt; Kþt ; Kt ÞtpT (resp. ðY 0t; Z0t; K 0þt ; K 0t ÞtpT ). Then:
(i) if f satisfies (H1), xpx0 and for any tpT ; LtpL0t; UtpU 0t; f ðt; Y 0t; Z0tÞp
f 0ðt; Y 0t; Z0tÞ; then we have P-a.s. YpY 0:
(ii) if moreover:(a) f ðt; y; zÞpf 0ðt; y; zÞ for any ðt; y; zÞ; ðf 0ðt; 0; 0ÞÞtpT belongs to H2;1 and f 0 satisfies
(H1),(b) L  L0; U  U 0then we have also P-a.s., 8tpT ; Kt pK 0t and Kþt XK 0þt :Proof. First let us show that YpY 0: Let us set Ks ¼ Kþs  Ks and K 0s ¼ K 0þs  K 0s ;
spT : Using Tanaka’s formula [15,22] with ðY  Y 0Þþ2 yields
ðY t  Y 0tÞþ2 þ
Z T
t
1½Y s4Y 0sjZs  Z0sj2 ds
¼ 2
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþðf ðs; Y s; ZsÞ  f 0ðs; Y 0s; Z0sÞÞds
þ 2
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþðdKs  dK 0sÞ  2
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþðZs  Z0sÞdBs
p2
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþðf ðs; Y s; ZsÞ  f ðs; Y 0s; Z0sÞÞds
þ 2
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþðdKs  dK 0sÞ  2
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþðZs  Z0sÞdBs
since f ðt; Y 0t; Z0tÞpf 0ðt; Y 0t; Z0tÞ: But
R t
0ðY s  Y 0sÞþðdKs  dK 0sÞ ¼
R T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþ
ðdKs  dK 0þs Þp0 because when Y t4Y 0t we have Y t4Lt and Ut4Y 0t: Hence for
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ðY t  Y 0tÞþ2 þ
Z T
t
1½Y s4Y 0sjZs  Z0sj2 ds
p2
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþðf ðs; Y s; ZsÞ  f ðs; Y 0s; Z0sÞÞds
 2
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþðZs  Z0sÞdBs.
Now, since f is Lipschitz then we can write f ðt; Y t; ZtÞ  f ðt; Y 0t; Z0tÞ ¼ atðY t  Y 0tÞ þ
btðZt  Z0tÞ; where ðatÞtpT and ðbtÞtpT are bounded P-measurable processes.
Therefore,
ðY t  Y 0tÞþ2 þ
Z T
t
1½Y s4Y 0sjZs  Z0sj2 ds
p2
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþfasðY s  Y 0sÞ þ bsðZs  Z0sÞgds
 2
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþðZs  Z0sÞdBs.
Next, using the inequality ja:bjpjaj2 þ 1jbj2; 840 and a; b 2 Rk; we obtain
ðY t  Y 0tÞþ2pC
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþ2 ds  2
Z T
t
ðY s  Y 0sÞþðZs  Z0sÞdBs
where C is a constant. Now since
R :
0ðY s  Y 0sÞþðZs  Z0sÞdBs is a martingale
then taking expectation on both sides and using Gronwall’s inequality to get
E½ðY t  Y 0tÞþ2 ¼ 0;8tpT and then YpY 0:
We now prove that K 0XK: Let t ¼ infftX0; Kt 4K 0t g ^ T (hereafter we
always assume that inff;g ¼ þ1). We are going to show that P½toT  ¼ 0 which
implies that Kt pK 0t ; 8toT and then KpK 0 by continuity.
Suppose that P½toT 40: As K and K 0 are continuous processes then we have
Kt ¼ K 0t on the set ftoTg:
On the other hand we also have Y t ¼ Y 0t ¼ U t on the set ftoTg: Indeed,
let o 2 ftoTg: If Y tðoÞðoÞaU tðoÞðoÞ; then there exists a real number ZðoÞ40
such that 8t 2tðoÞ  ZðoÞ; tðoÞ þ ZðoÞ½ we have Y tðoÞoUtðoÞ which implies
that KtðoÞðoÞ ¼ K 0tðoÞðoÞ ¼ Kt ðoÞpK 0t ðoÞ; 8t 2 ½tðoÞ; tðoÞ þ ZðoÞ½: But this con-
tradicts the deﬁnition of tðoÞ; henceforth Y tðoÞðoÞ ¼ U tðoÞðoÞ ¼ Y 0tðoÞðoÞ since
YpY 0pU :
Now let d ¼ infftXt; Y t ¼ Ltg ^ T : We have ftoTg  fd4tg: Indeed if o is such
that tðoÞoT then Y tðoÞðoÞ ¼ U tðoÞðoÞ: Now if dðoÞ ¼ tðoÞ then Y dðoÞðoÞ ¼
LdðoÞðoÞ ¼ U tðoÞðoÞ ¼ LtðoÞðoÞ which is absurd since Ut4Lt; 8toT : Hence ftoTg 
fd4tg and then P½d4t40:
Now for t 2 ½t; d we have Kþt ¼ Kþd and K 0þt ¼ K 0þd since the processes
Kþ (resp. K 0þ) moves only when Y (resp. Y 0) reaches the obstacle L: It follows
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;
Y t ¼ Y d þ
Z d
t
f ðs; Y s; ZsÞds  ðKd  Kt Þ 
Z d
t
Zs dBs,
Y 0t ¼ Y 0d þ
Z d
t
f 0ðs; Y 0s; Z0sÞds  ðK 0d  K 0t Þ 
Z d
t
Z0s dBs.
Now let ðY¯ t; Z¯t; K¯tÞtpd (resp. ðY¯ 0t; Z¯
0
t; K¯
0
tÞtpd) be the unique solution on ½0; d of the
BSDE whose coefﬁcient is f (resp. f 0), the terminal value Y d (resp. Y 0d) and
reﬂected by the upper obstacle U ; i.e.,
Y¯ t ¼ Y d þ
Z d
t
f ðs; Y¯ s; Z¯sÞds  ðK¯d  K¯

t Þ 
Z d
t
Z¯s dBs
resp. Y¯
0
t ¼ Y 0d þ
Z d
t
f 0ðs; Y¯ 0s; Z¯
0
sÞds  ðK¯ 0d  K¯ 0t Þ 
Z d
t
Z¯
0
s dBs; 8tpd
 
.
The comparison theorem for one upper barrier reﬂected BSDEs (see, e.g. [11,
Proposition 2.3]) implies that Y¯pY¯ 0 and K¯t  K¯spK¯ 0t  K¯
0
s;8sptpd: Now since f
and f 0 are Lipschitz in ðy; zÞ then 8t 2 ½t; d we have Y¯ t ¼ Y t; Y¯ 0t ¼ Y 0t; Z¯t ¼ Zt and
Z¯
0
t ¼ Z0t: It follows that K¯

d  K¯

t ¼ Kd  Kt and K¯ 0

d  K¯ 0

t ¼ K 0d  K 0t ; 8t 2
½t; d: Hence we have K 0t  K 0s XKt  Ks for any tðoÞpsptpdðoÞ: As on the set
ftoTg; K 0t ¼ Kt then K 0t ðoÞXKt ðoÞ; 8t 2 ½tðoÞ; dðoÞ: But this contradicts the
deﬁnition of t; hence P½toT  ¼ 0 and then KpK 0: In the same way we can
show that P-a.s., KþXK 0þ; whence the desired result. &
Remark 2.2. The process K (resp. Kþ) in deﬁnition (2) stands for, in a sense, the
power which is deployed in order to keep the component Y of the solution under
(resp. above) the barrier U (resp. L). So since YpY 0 then we can obviously guess
that KpK 0 and KþXK 0þ:
We now show that the reﬂected BSDE (2) has a solution under the assumptions
(H2) and (H50), i.e., when f is continuous with linear growth and under
Mokobodski’s condition.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that (H2) and (H50) are fulfilled. Then the reflected BSDE
associated with ðf ; x; L; UÞ has a solution ðY t; Zt; Kþt ; Kt ÞtpT which is moreover
maximal, i.e., if ðY 0t; Z0t; K 0þt ; K 0t ÞtpT is another solution then P-a.s., YXY 0:
Proof. For nX1 let f n be the function deﬁned as follows:
f nðt;o; y; zÞ:¼ sup
ðu;vÞ2R1þm
ff ðt;o; u; vÞ  ðn þ CÞðju  yj þ jv  zjÞg, (3)
where C is the constant of linear growth of f (see (H2)). The function f n satisﬁes:
 CðgtðoÞ þ jyj þ jzjÞpf nðt;o; y; zÞ
pCgtðoÞ þ sup
ðu;vÞ2R1þm
fCðjuj þ jvjÞ  ðn þ CÞðju  yj þ jv  zjÞg
pCðgtðoÞ þ jyj þ jzjÞ.
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hand it is Lipschitz in ðy; zÞ uniformly in ðt;oÞ since
jf nðt;o; y; zÞ  f nðt;o; y0; z0ÞjpðC þ nÞðjy  y0j þ jz  z0jÞ.
Indeed, basically this stems from the inequality jsupi2I ai  supi2I bijpsupi2I jai  bij:
Finally, f nXf nþ1 and P-a.s. for any ðt; y; zÞ the sequence ðf nðt;o; y; zÞÞnX1 converges
to f ðt;o; y; zÞ: Actually, for any nX1 there exits ðun; vnÞ such that f nðt;o; y; zÞp
f ðt;o; un; vnÞ  ðn þ CÞfjun  yj þ jvn  zjg þ n1: Therefore, we have f nðt;o; y; zÞ þ
ðn þ CÞfjun  yj þ jvn  zjgpf ðt;o; un; vnÞ þ n1: It implies that limn!1 ðun; vnÞ ¼
ðy; zÞ and then limn!1 f nðt;o; y; zÞpf ðt;o; y; zÞ: Therefore, limn!1 f nðt;o; y; zÞ ¼
f ðt;o; y; zÞ since f nXf :
Now according to Theorem 2.1, there exists a process ðY n; Zn; Kþ;n; K;nÞ solution
of the reﬂected BSDE associated with ðf n; x; L; UÞ; i.e., which satisﬁes:
Y n; Kþ;n and K;n 2S2; Zn 2H2;m; moreover Kþ;n K;n are non-decreasing
ðKþ;n0 ¼ K;n0 ¼ 0Þ;
Y nt ¼ xþ
R T
t
f nðs; Y ns ; Zns Þds þ Kþ;nT  Kþ;nt  K;nT þ K;nt 
R T
t
Zns dBs;
tpT ;
8tpT ; LtpY ntpUt and
R T
0 ðUs  Y ns ÞdK;ns ¼
R T
0 ðY ns  LsÞdKþ;ns ¼ 0:
8>>>><
>>>>:
As f nXf nþ1 then according to comparison Theorem 1.1 we have Y
nXY nþ1;
Kþ;npKþ;nþ1 and K;nXK;nþ1: Now since for any tpT ; LtpY ntpUt and L; U
belong to S2 then there exists a P-measurable process Y :¼ðY tÞtpT such that P-a.s.
for any tpT the sequence ðY nt ÞnX1 converges pointwisely to Y t and the sequence of
processes ðY nÞnX1 converges in H2;1 to Y :
On the other hand, let ðY ; Z; Kþ; KÞ be the unique solution of the reﬂected BSDE
associated with ðCðgþ jyj þ jzjÞ; x; L; UÞ). Once again, the comparison Theorem
1.1 implies that Kþ;npKþ; 8nX1: As E½ðK;0T Þ2 þ ðKþT Þ2o1; then P-a.s., for any
tpT ; the sequence ðKþ;nt ÞnX1 (resp. ðK;nt ÞnX1) converges to Kþt (resp. Kt ). In addi-
tion, the process Kþ ¼ ðKþt ÞtpT (resp. K ¼ ðKt ÞtpT ) is non-decreasing lower
(resp. upper) semi-continuous and E½ðKþT Þ2o1 (resp. E½ðKT Þ2o1).
Now using Itoˆ’s formula with ðY nÞ2 and standard calculations yield
E½R T
0
jZns j2 ds pC; where C is a constant which does not depend on n:
Let us show that Y is continuous and the sequence ðZnÞnX1 is convergent inH2;m:
Using Itoˆ’s formula with ðY n  Y mÞ2 yields, for any tpT ;
ðY nt  Y mt Þ2 þ E
Z T
t
jZns  Zms j2 ds
 
¼ 2
Z T
t
ðY ns  Y ms Þðf nðs; Y ns ; Zns Þ  f mðs; Y ms ; Zms ÞÞds
þ 2
Z T
t
ðY ns  Y ms ÞdðKþ;ns  Kþ;ms  K;ns þ K;ms Þ
 2
Z T
t
ðY ns  Y ms ÞðZns  Zms ÞdBs. ð4Þ
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t
ðY ns  Y ms ÞdðKþ;ns  Kþ;ms  K;ns þ K;ms Þ
¼
Z T
t
ðY ns  Y ms ÞdðKþ;ns  Kþ;ms Þ 
Z T
t
ðY ns  Y ms ÞdðK;ns  K;ms Þ
¼ 
Z T
t
ðY ns  LsÞdKþ;ms þ
Z T
t
ðLs  Y ms ÞdKþ;ns 
Z T
t
ðUs  Y ms ÞdKþ;ns
þ
Z T
t
ðY ms  UsÞdK;ns p0.
Then taking into account the linear growth of f n; the boundedness of ðZnÞnX1 in
H2;m and the fact that LpY npU yield,
E
Z T
0
jZns  Zms j2 ds
 
pC
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E
Z T
0
jY ns  Y ms j2 ds
 s
.
Therefore ðZnÞnX1 is a Cauchy sequence in H2;m and then converges in the same
space to a process Z ¼ ðZtÞtpT :
Now going back to (4), taking the supremum and using the Burkholder–
Davis–Gundy inequality [15,22] we obtain
E sup
tpT
jY nt  Y mt j2
 
pC
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E
Z T
0
jY ns  Y ms j2 ds
 s
þ E
Z T
0
jZns  Zms j2 ds
 8<
:
9=
;.
Henceforth the sequence ðY nÞnX1 converges also to Y in S2 and then Y is con-
tinuous.
Next we focus on the continuity of the processes K: For any tpT we have,
Kþ;nt  K;nt ¼ Y n0  Y nt 
Z t
0
f nðs; Y ns ; Zns Þds þ
Z t
0
Zns dBs. (5)
But there exists a subsequence of the sequence of processes ððf ðt;o; Y nt ; Znt ÞÞtpT ÞnX1
which converges in L1ðO ½0; T ;dP  dtÞ to ðf ðt;o; Y t; ZtÞÞtpT : Actually for any
dX1 we have,
E
Z T
0
jf nðs; Y ns ; Zns Þ  f ðs; Y s; ZsÞjds
 
¼ E
Z T
0
jf nðs; Y ns ; Zns Þ  f ðs; Y s; ZsÞj1½jY ns jþjZns jpd ds
 
þ E
Z T
0
jf nðs; Y ns ; Zns Þ  f ðs; Y s; ZsÞj1½jY ns jþjZns j4d ds
 
.
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E
Z T
0
jf nðs; Y ns ; Zns Þ  f ðs; Y s; ZsÞj1½jY ns jþjZns jpd ds
 
pE
Z T
0
jf nðs; Y ns ; Zns Þ  f ðs; Y ns ; Zns Þj1½jY ns jþjZns jpd ds
 
þ E
Z T
0
jf ðs; Y ns ; Zns Þ  f ðs; Y s; ZsÞj1½jY ns jþjZns jpd ds
 
.
The ﬁrst term in the right-hand side converges to 0; as n !1; since P-a.s, 8tpT ;
supjyjþjzjpd jf nðt;o; y; zÞ  f ðt;o; y; zÞj ! 0 (thanks to Dini’s theorem) and through
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. The second term converges also to 0 at
least along a subsequence. Now in order to complete the proof of the claim it is just
enough to underline that we have
E
Z T
0
jf nðs; Y ns ; Zns Þ  f ðs; Y s; ZsÞj1½jY ns jþjZns j4d ds
 
p Cﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
since LpY npU ; the sequence ðZnÞnX1 is uniformly bounded in H2;m and ﬁnally
taking into account the linear growth of f and f n:
Therefore from (5) there exists a subsequence of ðKþ;n  K;nÞnX1 (which we still
denote by n) such that:
lim
n;m!1
E sup
tpT
jðKþ;nt  K;nt Þ  ðKþ;mt  K;mt Þj
 
¼ 0.
It follows that the process Kþ  K is continuous and once again from (5) we
deduce that:
P-a:s: 8tpT ; Kþt  Kt ¼ Y 0  Y t 
Z t
0
f ðs; Y s; ZsÞds þ
Z t
0
Zs dBs (6)
and then
8tpT ; Kþt ¼ Kt þ Y 0  Y t 
Z t
0
f ðs; Y s; ZsÞds þ
Z t
0
Zs dBs.
But Kþ is lower semi-continuous and K is upper semi-continuous. It means that
Kþ and K are lower and upper semi-continuous in the same time therefore they
are continuous and then belong to S2 since we know already that E½ðKþT Þ2 þ
ðKT Þ2o1:
Now from (6) we have: 8tpT
Y t ¼ xþ
Z T
t
f ðs; Y s; ZsÞds þ ðKþT  Kþt Þ  ðKT  Kt Þ 
Z T
t
Zs dBs.
In order to ﬁnish the proof it remains to show that
R T
0 ðY s  UsÞdKs ¼
R T
0 ðY s 
LsÞdKþs ¼ 0: But this is a direct consequence of the convergence of ðY nÞnX1;
ðKþ;nÞnX1 and ðK;nÞnX1 in S2 respectively to Y ; Kþ and K and since for any nX1
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R T
0 ðY ns  UsÞdK;ns ¼
R T
0 ðY ns  LsÞdKþ;ns ¼ 0: The proof of this claim can
be read in [10, p. 10].
Finally, Y is the maximal solution because if ðY 0; Z0; K 0þ; K 0Þ is another solution
for the reﬂected BSDE associated with ðf ; x; L; UÞ: Then according to Theorem 1.1
we have P-a.s., Y nXY 0 and YXY 0: The proof is now complete. &
An example where Mokobodski’s condition is satisﬁed is the following: assume
that for tpT ; Lt ¼ L0 þ
R t
0
ls ds þ
R t
0
~ls dBs where the processes ðltÞtpT and ð~ltÞtpT
belong to H2;1 and H2;m; respectively. Then (H50) is satisﬁed with Zt ¼ E½LþT þR T
t
ls dsjFt and yt ¼ E½LT þ
R T
t
lþs dsjF t: However it is not necessarily true that
(H5) is satisﬁed since we do not know whether or not yT is equal to ZT :
Remark 2.4. In the previous theorem, the machinery works since it is possible to
claim that, for every Lipschitz coefﬁcient ~f ; the reﬂected BSDE associated with
ð ~f ; x; L; UÞ has a unique solution. So if instead of (H50) we assume that U or L
satisﬁes (H4), in combination with (H2), then with the help of Theorem 1.2 we
obtain the same result as in Theorem 2.3.
Had we approximated the function f by a non-decreasing sequence of Lipschitz
functions, we would have constructed the minimal solution of the reﬂected BSDE.
Therefore we have,
Corollary 2.5. Assume that (H2) and either (H50) or, U or L satisfies (H4). Then the
reflected BSDE associated with ðf ; x; L; UÞ has a minimal solution ðY¯ t; Z¯t; K¯þt ; K¯

t ÞtpT ;
i.e., if ðY¯ 0t; Z¯
0
t; K¯
0þ
t ; K¯
0
t ÞtpT is another solution then P-a.s., YpY¯
0
:
We have seen in Theorem 1.1 that we can compare the solutions of reﬂected
BSDEs in the case when, at least, one of the coefﬁcients is uniformly Lipschitz. In the
following result, which will be useful in the next section, we show that maximal
solutions associated with coefﬁcient which are of linear growth at most, can also be
compared.
Proposition 2.6. Proposition Let f ; f 0 be two coefficients which satisfy the assumption
(H2) and such that P-a.s., f ðt;o; y; zÞpf 0ðt;o; y; zÞ; for any t; y and z: Moreover
assume that (H50) or, U or L satisfies (H4). Let ðY t; Zt; Kþt ; Kt ÞtpT (resp.
ðY 0t; Z0t; K 0þt ; K 0t ÞtpT ) be the maximal solution of the reflected BSDE associated with
ðf ; x; L; UÞ (resp. ðf 0; x; L; UÞ), then P-a.s., YpY 0; KþXK 0þ and KpK 0:
Proof. First let us point out that w.l.o.g. we can assume that the constants of linear
growth of f and f 0 are the same. Now for nX1 let f 0n be the function deﬁned as
follows:
f 0nðt;o; y; zÞ:¼ sup
ðu;vÞ2R1þm
ff 0ðt;o; u; vÞ  ðn þ CÞðju  yj þ jv  zjÞg.
So for any nX1; we have f 0nXf n: Now for nX1 let ðY n; Zn; Kþ;n; K;nÞ (resp.
ðY 0n; Z0n; K 0þ;n; K 0;nÞÞ be the solution of the reﬂected BSDE associated with
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P-a.s., Y npY 0n; Kþ;nXK 0þ;n and K;npK 0;n: As ððY n; Zn; Kþ;n; K;nÞÞnX1 (resp.
ððY 0n; Z0n; K 0þ;n; K 0;nÞÞnX1Þ converges to ðY t; Zt; Kþt ; Kt ÞtpT (resp. ðY 0t; Z0t; K 0þt ;
K 0t ÞtpT ) the maximal solution of the reﬂected BSDE associated with ðf ; x; L; UÞ
(resp. ðf 0; x; L; UÞ), we obtain P-a.s., YpY 0; KþXK 0þ and KpK 0: &3. Double barrier reﬂected BSDEs with quadratic growth with respect to z
In this section, we prove the existence of a maximal solution for a two barrier
reﬂected BSDE with a continuous generator f which satisﬁes a quadratic growth
condition w.r.t. z: This is done both under Mokobodski’s condition as well as in the
case when one of the barriers satisﬁes the regularity assumption (H4). However, we
begin to give an intermediate result which states the existence of a maximal solution
under a structure condition on the coefﬁcient. Then, in the general case we use an
exponential transform and we obtain a new generator which satisﬁes the structure
condition. Therefore, the associated BSDE has a maximal solution. Finally, a
Logarithmic transform leads to the solution of the initial problem. The change
of the coefﬁcient, in using an exponential function, is a technique which has been
already used in order to study BSDEs with a generator which has the same
properties as in our frame but without reﬂection (e.g. [13,16]) or with just one
reﬂecting barrier (e.g. [14]).
Theorem 3.1. Let
(i) Z be a bounded FT -measurable random variable with values in R;
(ii) L¯:¼ðL¯tÞtpT and U¯ :¼ðU¯ tÞtpT be two bounded and P-measurable processes such
that 8toT ; L¯toU¯ t and L¯TpZpU¯T : In addition there exists a constant a40 such that
8tpT ; L¯tXa
(iii) F : ½0; T   O ½a;1½Rm!R a P-measurable function, continuous in ðy; zÞ
and satisfying the following structure condition:
9C40 such that P-a:s: 8t; y; z; 2C2y  Cjzj2pF ðt;o; y; zÞp2C2y. (7)
In addition assume that either the pair ðL¯; U¯Þ satisfies (H50) or one of the processes
U¯ or L¯ satisfies (H4). Then the double barrier reflected BSDE associated with
ðF ; Z; L¯; U¯Þ
Y t ¼ Zþ
R T
t
F ðs; Y s; ZsÞds þ KþT  Kþt  KT þ Kt 
R T
t
Zs dBs; 8tpT ;
Z 2H2;m; K are continuous non-decreasing and E½KT o1 ðK0 ¼ 0Þ;
8tpT ; L¯tpY tpU¯ t and
R T
0 ðY s  L¯sÞdKþs ¼
R T
0 ðU¯s  Y sÞdKs ¼ 0;
8><
>: (8)
has a maximal solution ðY t; Zt; Kþt ; Kt ÞtpT :
Proof. Let M:¼ess supt;o U¯ t and consider the continuous and bounded function
r : R ! R such that rðxÞ ¼ a1½xoa þ x1½apxpM þ M1½xXM: Consider now the
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Z 2H2;m; K are continuous non-decreasing and E½KT o1 ðK0 ¼ 0Þ;
Y t ¼ Zþ
R T
t
F ðs; rðY sÞ; ZsÞds þ KþT  Kþt  KT þ Kt 
R T
t
Zs dBs;
8tpT ; L¯tpY tpU¯t and
R T
0
ðY s  L¯sÞdKþs ¼
R T
0
ðU¯s  Y sÞdKs ¼ 0:
8><
>: (9)
We shall prove that the reﬂected BSDE (9) has a maximal solution ðY t; Zt; Kþt ;
Kt ÞtpT : Therefore it satisﬁes apY tpM and then rðY Þ ¼ Y : It follows that
ðY t; Zt; Kþt ; Kt ÞtpT is also a maximal solution for (8).
From now on the proof will be divided into 6 steps.
Step 1. Let us deﬁne ~F ðt;o; y; zÞ:¼F ðt;o; rðyÞ; zÞ and for pX1; let kp : Rm!R be a
smooth function which satisﬁes:
0pkpp1; kpðzÞ ¼ 1 if jzjpp and kpðzÞ ¼ 0 if jzjXp þ 1.
Let ~Fpðt;o; y; zÞ:¼2C2rðyÞð1 kpðzÞÞ þ kpðzÞ ~F ðt;o; y; zÞ: From (7) we have
~F ðt;o; y; zÞp2C2rðyÞ and then for any pX1;
~Fpðt;o; y; zÞ  ~Fpþ1ðt;o; y; zÞ ¼ ð2C2rðyÞ  ~F ðt;o; y; zÞÞðkpþ1ðzÞ  kpðzÞÞX0
since the sequence ðkpÞpX1 is increasing. It means that the sequence of functions
ð ~FpÞpX1 is decreasing and limp!1 # ~F p ¼ ~F : In addition, ~F p is bounded since for any
ðt; y; zÞ we have j ~F pðt;o; y; zÞjpC1ð1þ jpj2Þ: Therefore, Theorem 2.3 (resp. Remark
2.4) implies that the reﬂected BSDE associated with ð ~Fp; Z; L¯; U¯Þ has a maximal
solution (Y p; Zp; Kpþ; KpÞ since the pair ðL¯; U¯Þ (resp. one of the processes U¯ or L¯)
satisﬁes (H50) (resp. (H4)). So we have
Zp 2H2;m; Kp belong to S2 and non-decreasing ðKp0 ¼ 0Þ;
Y
p
t ¼ Zþ
R T
t
~Fpðs; Y ps ; Zps Þds þ KpþT  Kpþt  KpT þ Kpt 
R T
t
Zps dBs;
8tpT ; L¯tpY ptpU¯ t and
R T
0 ðY ps  L¯sÞdKpþs ¼
R T
0 ðU¯s  Y ps ÞdKps ¼ 0:
8><
>: (10)
Now the comparison theorem of maximal solutions (Proposition 2.6) implies that
MXY pXY pþ1Xa; KpþpK ðpþ1Þþ and KpXK ðpþ1Þ; since ~Fpþ1p ~Fp: Therefore
there exists a process Y :¼ðY tÞtpT such that P-a.s. 8tpT ; Y t ¼ limp!1 Y pt and Y ¼
H2;1  limp!1 Y p: In addition P-a.s. 8tpT ; apY tpM:
Step 2. There exists a positive constant ~c such that E½R T0 jZps j2 dsp~c; 8pX1:
Let CðxÞ ¼ e3Cx: By Itoˆ’s formula we have
CðY pt Þ þ
1
2
Z T
t
C00ðY ps ÞjZps j2 ds
¼ CðY pT Þ þ
Z T
t
C0ðY ps Þ ~Fpðs; Y ps ; Zps Þds þ
Z T
t
C0ðY ps ÞdKpþs

Z T
t
C0ðY ps ÞdKps 
Z T
t
C0ðY ps ÞZps dBs.
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t
C0ðY ps ÞdKps jpM1E½KpT  where M1:¼supapxpM jC0ðxÞj:
Now since C0o0 and Kpþt is an increasing process,
R T
t
C0ð Y ps ÞdKpþs p0: Finally,
taking expectation on both sides of the last inequality yields
E½CðY p0Þ þ
1
2
E
Z T
0
C00ðY ps ÞjZps j2 ds
 
pE½CðY pT Þ þ E
Z T
0
C0ðY ps Þ ~F pðs; Y ps ; Zps Þds
 
þ M1E½KpT .
Now let A:¼2C2 maxfa; Mg: Using the inequality (7) and the fact that C0o0 we
obtain
E½CðY p0Þ þ
1
2
E
Z T
0
C00ðY ps ÞjZps j2 ds
 
pE½CðY pT Þ  E
Z T
0
C0ðY ps ÞðA þ CjZps j2Þds
 
þ M1E½KpT .
Henceforth,
E CðY p0Þ
 þ E Z T
0
1
2
C00ðY ps Þ þ CC0ðY ps Þ
 
jZps j2 ds
 
pE½CðY pT Þ  AE
Z T
0
C0ðY ps Þds
 
þ M1E½KpT .
As the function C satisﬁes 1
2
C00 þ CC0 ¼ 3
2
C2C we get
E CðY p0Þ
 þ E Z T
0
3
2
C2CðY ps ÞjZps j2 ds
 
pE½CðY pT Þ  AE
Z T
0
C0ðY ps Þds
 
þ M1E½KpT 
and then
E½CðY p0Þ þ E
Z T
0
3
2
C2e3CY
p
s jZps j2 ds
 
pE½CðY pT Þ  AE
Z T
0
C0ðY ps Þds
 
þ M1E½KpT .
Finally, taking into account the fact that KpXK ðpþ1Þ; it holds that
3
2
C2e3CME
Z T
0
jZps j2 ds
 
pE½CðxÞ þ 3CATe3Ca þ M1E½K1T ,
which implies the existence of a constant ~c such that E½R T0 jZps j2 dsp~c; 8pX1:
Step 3. There exists a subsequence of ðZpÞpX1 which converges strongly in H2;m:
The sequence ðZpÞpX1 is bounded in H2;m then there exists a subsequence of
ðZpÞpX1 which we still denote ðZpÞpX1 which converges weakly inH2;m to a process
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positive integers such that ppq: Then we have Y pXY q: On the other hand using
Itoˆ’s formula with cðY p  Y qÞ and taking expectation yields
E½CðY p0  Y q0Þ þ
1
2
E
Z T
0
C00ðY ps  Y qs ÞjZps  Zqs j2 ds
 
¼ I1ðp; qÞ þ I2ðp; qÞ þ I3ðp; qÞ,
where
I1ðp; qÞ ¼ E
Z T
0
C0ðY ps  Y qs Þf ~Fpðs; Y ps ; Zps Þ  ~F qðs; Y qs ; Zqs Þgds
 
,
I2ðp; qÞ ¼ E
Z T
0
C0ðY ps  Y qs ÞdðKpþs  Kqþs Þ
 
and
I3ðp; qÞ ¼ E
Z T
0
C0ðY ps  Y qs ÞdðKps  Kqs Þ
 
.
First note that
I2ðp; qÞ ¼ E
Z T
0
C0ðY ps  Y qs Þ1 Y ps¼Lsf g dKpþs
 
 E
Z T
0
C0ðY ps  Y qs Þ1fY qs¼Lsg dKqþs
 
since Kpþ (resp. Kqþ) moves only when Y p (resp. Y q) reaches the lower obstacle L:
But Y qpY p then fY p ¼ Lg  fY q ¼ Lg: AsC0ð0Þ ¼ 0 then the ﬁrst term in the right-
hand side is null. On the other hand we have E½R T
0
C0ðY ps  Y qs Þ1fY qs¼Lsg dKqþs X0
since C0ðxÞX0 when xX0: It follows that I2ðp; qÞp0: In the same way we can show
that I3ðp; qÞp0: Thus
1
2
E
Z T
0
C00ðY ps  Y qs ÞjZps  Zqs j2 ds
 
pE
Z T
0
C0ðY ps  Y qs Þf ~F pðs; Y ps ; Zps Þ  ~Fqðs; Y qs ; Zqs Þgds
 
ð11Þ
since CðY p0  Y q0ÞX0: But we have
~Fpðs; Y ps ; Zps Þ  ~F qðs; Y qs ; Zqs Þ ¼ 2C2rðY ps Þð1 kpðZps ÞÞ þ kpðZps Þ ~F ðs; Y ps ; Zps Þ
 ~Fqðs; Y qs ; Zqs Þ
p2C2rðY ps Þð1 kpðZps ÞÞ þ kpðZps Þ  2C2rðY ps Þ
 ~F ðs; Y qs ; Zqs Þ
p2C2rðY ps Þ þ 2C2rðY qs Þ þ CjZqs j2
p4C2M þ CjZqs j2pyð1þ jZqs j2Þ
p3yð1þ jZqs  Zps j2 þ jZps  Zsj2 þ jZsj2Þ.
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E
Z T
0
C00
2
 3yC0
 
ðY ps  Y qs ÞjZps  Zqs j2 ds
 
p3yE
Z T
0
C0ðY ps  Y qs Þf1þ jZps  Zsj2 þ jZsj2gds
 
. ð12Þ
However C00ðxÞ=2 3yC0ðxÞ ¼ 3ye12yx þ 3y; then the process ðC00=2 3yC0Þ1=2
ðY p  Y qÞ converges, as q tends to 1; strongly in H2;1 to the uniformly bounded
process ðC00=2 3yCÞ1=2ðY p  Y Þ: Hence ðC00=2 3yC0Þ1=2ðY p  Y qÞ  ðZp  ZqÞ
converges weakly to ðC00=2 3yC0Þ1=2ðY p  Y Þ  ðZp  ZÞ: Therefore by (12)
we obtain
E
Z T
0
C00
2
 3yC0
 
ðY ps  Y sÞjZps  Zsj2 ds
 
p lim inf
q!1
E
Z T
0
C00
2
 3yC0
 
ðY ps  Y qs ÞjZps  Zqs j2 ds
 
p3yE
Z T
0
C0ðY ps  Y sÞð1þ jZps  Zsj2 þ jZsj2Þds
 
since for any sequence ðxnÞnX1 of H2;1 which converges weakly to x we have
kxk2p lim infn!1 kxnk2: It implies that
E
Z T
0
C00
2
 6yC0
 
ðY ps  Y sÞjZps  Zsj2 ds
 
p3yE
Z T
0
C0ðY ps  Y sÞð1þ jZsj2Þds
 
.
Now since ðC00=2 6yC0Þ ¼ 6y; thanks to Lebesgue dominated convergence
theorem, we deduce that limp!1 E
R T
0 jZps  Zsj2 ds ¼ 0 which is the desired result.
Step 4. The process Y :¼ðY tÞtpT is continuous.
We shall prove that Y p converges uniformly to Y in L2ðO;dPÞ: Let p; q be two
positive integers such that ppq: Applying Itoˆ’s formula with ðY p  Y qÞ2 yields:
jY pt  Y qt j2 þ
Z T
0
jZps  Zqs j2 ds ¼ I1ðp; qÞ þ I2ðp; qÞ þ I3ðp; qÞ þ I4ðp; qÞ,
where
I1ðp; qÞ ¼ 2
Z T
0
ðY ps  Y qs Þð ~Fpðs; Y ps ; Zps Þ  ~Fqðs; Y qs ; Zqs ÞÞds,
I2ðp; qÞ ¼ 2
Z T
0
ðY ps  Y qs ÞdðKpþs  Kqþs Þ,
I3ðp; qÞ ¼ 2
Z T
0
ðY ps  Y qs ÞdðKps  Kqs Þ and
I4ðp; qÞ ¼ 2
Z T
0
ðY ps  Y qs ÞðZps  Zqs ÞdBs.
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Burkholder–Davis–Gundy inequality [15,22] we obtain for some constant C¯;
E sup
0ptpT
jY pt  Y qt j2
 
þ E
Z T
0
jZpt  Zqt j2 dt
 
pC¯E
Z T
0
jY ps  Y qs jj ~F pðs; Y ps ; Zps Þ  ~F qðs; Y qs ; Zqs Þjds
 
.
As both ~F and ~Fp are continuous and ~Fp converges decreasingly to ~F ; then by Dini’s
theorem ~F pðt;o; :; :Þ converges to F ðt;o; :; :Þ uniformly on compact subsets of R1þm
for each ﬁxed ðt;oÞ: On the other hand, since ðZpÞpX1 converges strongly inH2;m to
Z then there exists ~Z 2H2;m and a subsequence, which we still denote ðZpÞpX1; such
that ðZpÞpX1 converges to Z; dt  dP-a:e and suppX1 jZpt jp ~Zt: Then ~Fpðs; Y ps ; Zps Þ
converges to ~F ðs; Y s; ZsÞ; dt  P-a.e and moreover j ~F pðs; Y ps ; Zps ÞjpC1ð1þ Zps
 2Þp
C1ð1þ j ~Zsj2Þ for some constant C1: Finally, since the sequence ðY pÞpX1 is uniformly
bounded, the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem implies that E½R T0 jY ps 
Y qs jj ~Fpðs; Y ps ; Zps Þ  ~F qðs; Y qs ; Zqs Þjds tends to 0 as p; q tend to inﬁnity. Henceforth the
sequence ðY pÞpX1 converges uniformly to Y in L2ðO;dPÞ and then Y is continuous.
Step 5. Construction of the continuous processes Kþ and K:
For any pX1 and tpT we have,
Y
p
t ¼ Y p0 
Z t
0
~Fpðs; Y ps ; Zps Þds  Kpþt þ Kpt 
Z t
0
Zps dBs (13)
and then
K
pþ
T pKpT þ jY pT j þ jY p0j þ
Z T
0
C1ð1þ j ~Zsj2Þds þ
Z T
0
Zps dBs

. (14)
The sequence of increasing processes ðKpÞpX1 is non-increasing then it is con-
vergent to a process ðKt ÞtpT which moreover is increasing, upper semi-continuous
and integrable since E½KT pE½K0T o1:
Next, inequality (14) implies that for any pX1; E½KpþT pC for some constant C
since the sequences ðY pÞpX1 and ðZpÞpX1 are so in their respective spaces. On the
other hand the sequence of increasing processes ðKpþÞpX1 is increasing then, in
combination with Fatou’s Lemma, it converges also to a process ðKþt ÞtpT which
moreover is lower, semi-continuous and satisﬁes E½KþT o1:
Now as there exists a subsequence of ðð ~F ðt; Y pt ; Zpt ÞÞtpT ÞpX1 which converges in
L1ðO ½0; T ;dP  dtÞ to ð ~F ðt; Y t; ZtÞÞtpT then working with Eq. (13) and with the
same subsequence we deduce that ðKpþ  KpÞpX1 converges uniformly in L1ðO;dPÞ
to Kþ  K: Therefore the process Kþ  K is continuous and once again from (13)
we deduce that P-a.s. for any tpT we have
Kt ¼ Kþt þ Y t  Y 0 þ
Z t
0
~F ðs; Y s; ZsÞds þ
Z t
0
Zs dBs. (15)
It follows that the processes K and Kþ are upper and lower semi-continuous
in the same time; therefore they are continuous and once again through Dini’s
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P  a:s: lim
p!1
sup
tpT
fjKpþt  Kþt j þ jKpt  Kt jg ¼ 0. (16)
Step 6. The process ðY t; Zt; Kþt ; Kt ÞtpT satisﬁes (8) and (9) and is a maximal
solution.
Regarding (15), in order to show that the quadruple ðY ; Z; KÞ satisﬁes (8)–(9), it
remains to show thatZ T
0
ðY s  U¯sÞdKs ¼
Z T
0
ðL¯s  Y sÞdKþs ¼ 0. (17)
But this is true as a direct consequence of the uniform convergence of ðY pðoÞÞpX1
and ðKðoÞÞpX1 to Y ðoÞ and KðoÞ; respectively, and the following properties:
8pX1;
Z T
0
ðY ps  U¯sÞdKps ¼
Z T
0
ðL¯s  Y ps ÞdKpþs ¼ 0.
One can see the proof of this claim in [10, p. 10].
Let us now show that this solution is maximal. Let ðY¯ ; Z¯; K¯þ; K¯Þ be another
solution for (8), which of course is also a solution for (9). Now for any pX1 and lX1;
let ~F
l
p be the function deﬁned as follows:
~F
l
pðt;o; y; zÞ:¼ sup
ðu;vÞ2R1þm
f ~Fpðt;o; u; vÞ  lðju  yj þ jv  zjÞg.
Like for the deﬁnition of f n in (3), since we have j ~Fpðt;o; y; zÞjpC1ð1þ jpj2Þ for any
ðy; zÞ 2 R1þm the function ~Flp is deﬁned, Lipschitz with respect to ðy; zÞ and converge
decreasingly and pointwisely to ~F p as l !1: Now let ðY lp; Zlp; Kl;þp ; Kl;p Þ be the
solution of the reﬂected BSDE associated with ð ~F lp; Z; L¯; U¯Þ: Since ~F
l
pX ~FpX ~F ;
Y lpXY¯ for any p; lX1: But for any pX1 we have liml!1 Y
l
p ¼ Y p (see
theconstruction of the maximal solution in Theorem 2.3). Therefore Y pXY¯ and
ﬁnally YXY¯ : It implies that the solution we have constructed is maximal. &
We are now going to give the main result of this part. Basically, it is based on the
use of an exponential transform which turns the reﬂected BSDE with a quadratic
coefﬁcient into another one whose coefﬁcient satisﬁes the structure condition.
So from now on we assume that f satisﬁes (H3) and x; L and U satisfy (H6). Let
m ¼ inf t;o LtðoÞ; M ¼ supt;oUtðoÞ and j the function from R into R such that
jðxÞ ¼ m1½xom þ x1½mpxpM þ M1½x4M: Henceforth, there exists a constant ~CX0
such that jf ðt;o;jðyÞ; zÞjp ~Cð1þ jzj2Þ for any ðt; y; zÞ:
Now let a ¼ e2 ~Cm and let us set
8ðt; y; zÞ 2 ½0; T   ½a;1½Rm,
F ðt;o; y; zÞ ¼ 2 ~Cy f t;o; Lny
2 ~C
;
z
2 ~Cy
 
 jzj
2
4 ~Cy2
 
.
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that
2 ~Cy f t;o;
Lny
~C
;
z
2 ~Cy
 
 jzj
2
4 ~Cy2
 	
p2 ~C2y.
In addition,
2 ~Cy f t;o;
Lny
~C
;
z
2 ~Cy
 
 jzj
2
4 ~Cy2
 	
X 2 ~C2y  jzj
2
y
X 2 ~C2y  jzj
2
a
.
Then there exists a constant C such that
P-a:s: 8ðt; y; zÞ 2 ½0; T   ½a;1½Rm; 2Cy2  Cjzj2pF ðt;o; y; zÞp2Cy2,
i.e., F satisﬁes the structure condition. Note that the coefﬁcient F is the one we obtain
when we apply the exponential transform (x7!e2 ~Cx) to the BSDE associated with
ðf ; x; L; UÞ:
We are now ready to give the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that:(i) f satisfies (H3) and L; U and x satisfy (H6), i.e., they are bounded,
(ii) either the pair ðe2 ~CL; e2 ~CU Þ satisfies (H50) or one of the processes e2 ~CU ; e2 ~CL
satisfies (H4).Then there exists a quadruple of P-measurable processes ðY ; Z; Kþ; KÞ:¼ðY t;
Zt; K
þ
t ; K

t ÞtpT solution of the reflected BSDE associated with ðf ; x; L; UÞ; i.e., which
satisfies
Z 2H2;m; K continuous non-decreasing and E½KT o1ðK0 ¼ 0Þ;
Y t ¼ xþ
R T
t
f ðs; Y s; ZsÞds þ KþT  Kþt  KT þ Kt 
R T
t
Zs dBs; tpT ;
8tpT ; LtpY tpUt and
R T
0 ðUs  Y sÞdKs ¼
R T
0 ðY s  LsÞdKþs ¼ 0:
8><
>: (18)
Moreover it is maximal.
Proof. First let us notice that in (18), unlike to (2), we just require E½KT o1
and not E½ðKT Þ2o1: Now as it is said previously the function F satisﬁes
the structure condition. Therefore, according to Theorem 3.1, the double obstacle
reﬂected BSDE associated with ðF ; e2 ~Cx; e2 ~CL; e2 ~CU Þ has a maximal solution
ð ~Y t; ~Zt; ~Kþt ; ~K

t ÞtpT :
Now for tpT ; let us set
Y t ¼
Ln ~Y t
2 ~C
; Zt ¼
~Zt
2 ~C ~Y t
and dKt ¼
d ~K

t
2 ~C ~Y t
.
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we obtain,
Y t ¼ xþ
Z T
t
f ðs; Y s; ZsÞds þ ðKþT  Kþt Þ  ðKT  Kt Þ 
Z T
t
Zs dBs; tpT .
On the other hand, Z belongs to H2;m since ~Z is so and ~YXe2 ~Cm: In addition, for
the same reason, we have E½KT o1: Now Kþ (resp. K) is a continuous process
which satisﬁes
R T
0 ðY s  LsÞdKþs ¼ 0 (resp.
R T
0 ðUs  Y sÞdKs ¼ 0) since
R T
0 ð ~Y s 
e2
~CLsÞd ~Kþs ¼ 0 (resp.
R T
0 ðe2
~CUs  ~Y sÞd ~Ks ¼ 0). It follows that ðY t; Zt; Kþt ; Kt ÞtpT
satisﬁes (18). Finally let us show that this solution is also maximal. Let ðY¯ t; Z¯t;
K¯
þ
t ; K¯

t ÞtpT be another solution. Then ðe2 ~CY¯ t ; 2 ~Ce2 ~CY¯ t Zt;
R t
0 2
~Ce2
~CY¯ s dKþs ;
R t
0 2
~Ce2
~CY¯ s
dKs ÞtpT is a solution for the reﬂected BSDE associated with ðF ; e2 ~Cx; e2 ~CL; e2 ~CU Þ:
Henceforth we have e2
~CY¯p ~Y and then Y¯pY : The proof is now complete. &
Remark 3.3. We give below two examples where the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 are
veriﬁed:(i) let g be a bounded C2-function from Rm into R such that Dxg is of poly-
nomial growth and there exists a constant c such that
P
i¼1;mjDigðxÞj2 þP
i;j¼1;mDijgðxÞ pc: If Ut ¼ gðBtÞ; tpT ; then ðe2 ~CgðBtÞÞtpT satisﬁes the assump-
tion (H4).
(ii) Assume that there exists a constant a such that 8tpT ; LtpapUt then the pair
ðe2 ~CLt ; e2 ~CUt Þ satisﬁes (H50) with e.g. Z ¼ e2 ~Ca and y ¼ 0: &Finally, let us deal with a particular case of the coefﬁcient f : Actually assume that
f ðt; y; zÞ ¼ hðt; yÞ þ 1
2
jzj2: Then there exists a link between the component Y of the
solution ðY t; Zt; Kþt ; Kt ÞtpT of the reﬂected BSDE associated with ðf ; x; L; UÞ and
the value function of a risk-sensitive zero-sum game on stopping times. Indeed we have
eY t ¼ essinf
tXt
esssup
nXt
E exp
Z t^n
t
hðs; Y sÞds þ U t1½ton

þLn1½nptoT  þ x1½n¼t¼T 
	
jF t

¼ esssup
nXt
essinf
tXt
E exp
Z t^n
t
hðs; Y sÞds þ U t1½ton

þLn1½nptoT  þ x1½n¼t¼T 
Z t^n
t
	
jF t

; 8tpT ,
where n and t are Ft-stopping times whose values are in ½t; T : Actually for tpT ; let
~Y t ¼ expfY t þ
R t
0 hðs; Y sÞdsg: Then there exist processes ~K
þ
; ~K

and ~Z such that
the quadruple ð ~Y ; ~Z; ~Kþ; ~KÞ is solution of an appropriate reﬂected BSDE. Namely
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 d ~Y t ¼ d ~Kþt  d ~K

t  d ~Zt dBt; tpT ; ~Y T ¼ exp
Z T
0
hðs; Y sÞds þ x
 	
,
~Ltp ~Y tp ~Ut and
Z T
0
ð ~Y t  ~LtÞd ~Kþt ¼
Z T
0
ð ~Ut  ~Y tÞd ~Kt ¼ 0,
where ~Lt ¼ expfLt þ
R t
0 hðs; Y sÞdsg and ~Ut ¼ expfUt þ
R t
0 hðs; Y sÞdsg; tpT : Now
according to [1], Theorem 3.1 or [9], Theorem 4, the process ~Y is the value function
of a zero-sum game on stopping times, i.e.,
~Y t ¼ essinf
tXt
esssup
nXt
E exp
Z T
0
hðs; Y sÞds þ x
 	
1½n¼t¼T 

þ ~U t1½ton þ ~Ln1½nptoT jF t

¼ esssup
nXt
essinf
tXt
E exp
Z T
0
hðs; Y sÞds þ x
 	
1½n¼t¼T g

þ ~U t1½ton þ ~Ln1½nptoT jF t

.
The result now follows obviously.
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